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The annealing behavior of the free-carrier absorption, O-H vibrational absorption, and photoluminescence
lines previously associated with H-related donors in ZnO has been studied. One set of H-related defects gives
rise to O-H local vibrational mode absorption at either 3326 or 3611 cm−1, with the relative intensities of these
lines depending on the source of the ZnO starting material. These O-H lines anneal away together at 150 °C
along with �80% of the free carriers introduced by H. The common annealing behavior of the O-H ir lines
suggests that they are closely related. An additional defect produced by hydrogenation is thermally stable up to
an annealing temperature of 500 °C where a bound-exciton photoluminescence line often associated with H in
ZnO is also annealed away. This more thermally stable donor accounts for �20% of the free carriers intro-
duced by H. These experiments on H in ZnO reveal a complex behavior with several defects being introduced
and with properties that depend strongly on the source of the ZnO starting material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ZnO is a wide-band-gap semiconductor that has attracted
much recent interest because of its possible application in
optoelectronic devices.1,2 ZnO can be grown by a variety of
methods and is typically n type. To explain the n-type con-
ductivity of ZnO, Van de Walle proposed that H impurities
are introduced unintentionally into ZnO during crystal
growth, and that H acts as a shallow donor instead of passi-
vating dopants as is usually the case for H in
semiconductors.3 Several possible configurations for H+ in
ZnO in which a strong O-H bond is formed were found to
have similar formation energies, and the complex of H with
an oxygen vacancy was also found to be a shallow donor.3

While several additional defects and impurities in ZnO can
also give rise to shallow donors,1,2,4 H is especially important
because it can be introduced easily during crystal growth and
device processing.5

Hydrogen’s role as a shallow donor in ZnO was explored
in early experimental studies performed in the 1950s.6–9 The
introduction of H from a H2 ambient was found to increase
the n-type conductivity of ZnO, and the solubility and diffu-
sivity of H in ZnO were determined. In recent studies of H’s
role as a shallow donor in ZnO, a variety of experimental
probes has been used that include muon spin resonance
��SR�,10 electron paramagnetic resonance, electron nuclear
double resonance �ENDOR�,11 photoluminescence �PL�,4,12

and local vibrational mode �LVM� spectroscopy.13–15 These
experiments have often been performed in conjunction with
Hall-effect measurements that probe the concentration of
free carriers. A common conclusion of these experiments is
that H forms a shallow donor in ZnO.

Spectroscopic signatures that have been associated with H
in ZnO are a bound-exciton luminescence line known as I4

and O-H LVM lines at 3611 and 3326 cm−1. The I4 PL line
has frequently been observed in as-grown ZnO samples and
in samples hydrogenated from a hydrogen plasma.4,12 An
O-H vibrational line at 3611 cm−1, with a transition moment
oriented along the c axis, was discovered by Lavrov et al. for
ZnO samples treated in a hydrogen plasma.14 The 3611 cm−1

line was assigned to a center containing an O-H bond aligned
along the c axis of the crystal. A different O-H vibrational
line at 3326 cm−1 was discovered by McCluskey et al. for
ZnO samples annealed in H2 gas at elevated temperature
��700°C�,15 making contact with the studies of H in ZnO
performed in the 1950s.6–9 The 3326 cm−1 line was assigned
to an O-H center with a transition moment oriented at an
angle of 112° with respect to the c axis.16 Additional
H-related LVMs have been reported,13–15 including a strong
ir line at 3577 cm−1 that has been assigned to a Li-H center
found in hydrothermally grown ZnO.17,18

While a variety of results confirm that H is a shallow
donor in ZnO, the experimental data for H in ZnO remain
puzzling and suggest that the situation is more complicated
than there being a single shallow-donor species associated
with H. There are two different O-H LVMs with each of the
ir lines being seen by different groups in ZnO samples grown
and hydrogenated by different methods.14–16 Furthermore,
the I4 bound-exciton line seen with PL is found in as-grown
ZnO samples and is stable upon annealing up to temperatures
near 500 °C.4,12 The 3326 and 3611 cm−1 LVM lines have
been found to be unstable for thermal annealing at consider-
ably lower temperatures.14,16,19,20 The differences in the an-
nealing behaviors associated with the different spectroscopic
signatures make it unlikely that only one H-related defect is
being observed by the different experimental methods.21 Fur-
thermore, there have been a few calibrations that relate the
intensity of the 3326 cm−1 ir line to the free-carrier concen-
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tration in ZnO, and these calibrations vary by a factor of
�50 �Refs. 15, 19, and 20�. These various disjointed and
sometimes contradictory results make uncertain the relation-
ship of the H donors produced by the intentional introduction
of H into ZnO as was first explored in the 1950s to the
shallow donors found in modern, as-grown samples. It is also
uncertain how the various spectroscopic signatures com-
monly associated with H are related to these donor defects
and to each other.

In the present paper, the LVM signatures at 3326 and
3611 cm−1 previously associated with O-H centers in ZnO
�Refs. 14 and 15� are studied for samples grown by a variety
of methods. H was introduced into all of these samples by
annealing in H2 gas, and the annealing behavior of the O-H ir
lines along with the concentrations of free carriers in the
samples has been studied. These results are also compared
with the annealing behavior of the I4 PL line that has been
associated with a shallow H donor. These results help to
clarify the relationship between the H-related defects seen in
various studies and the free carriers that are produced by the
introduction of H.

II. EXPERIMENT

ZnO samples for our experiments were obtained from a
variety of sources. Samples grown by seeded chemical vapor
transport were obtained from Eagle Picher.22 Melt-grown
ZnO samples were purchased from Cermet, Inc.23 A few
samples were prepared from hexagonal ZnO prisms grown
from the vapor phase at the University of Erlangen,
Germany.24 �We also examined ZnO samples that had been
hydrothermally grown, but these were dominated by a Li-H
complex17,18 that is not of interest in the present paper.� To
introduce H, ZnO samples were placed in sealed quartz am-
poules filled with H2 gas �2/3 atm at room temperature�,
annealed at 725 °C, and quenched to room temperature in
water to terminate the anneals. Subsequent anneals were per-
formed in an inert gas ambient, either He or Ar.

Samples were prepared from the hexagonal prisms grown

at the University of Erlangen24 with a �101̄0� face so that the

c axis was parallel to one of the edges of the sample. For
samples oriented in this way, a defect with a transition mo-
ment along the c direction could be readily studied. Our
other samples were prepared from c-cut wafers. For a light
beam at normal incidence, the polarization with E �c could
not be explored. For several of our experiments, samples
were rotated so that the probing light was incident at a 45°
angle with respect to the c axis. In this way, O-H centers
with transition moments parallel to the c axis could also be
investigated for the c-cut wafers.

ir absorption spectra were measured with a Bomem DA.3
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. H vibrational modes
were measured in ZnO samples at 4.2 K with an InSb detec-
tor. The absorption due to free carriers was measured in ZnO
samples at room temperature with a HgCdTd detector. �Free-
carrier absorption in ZnO was studied in early work by
Thomas9 and provides a contact-free method to probe the
free-carrier concentration that is particularly convenient for
annealing experiments.� For PL measurements, a ZnO
sample was immersed in liquid He at 4.2 K. The sample was
excited with the 325 nm line of a HeCd laser with a typical
excitation power of 8 mW. The emitted light was dispersed
by a single-grating monochromator with a spectral resolution
of 0.025 nm. Spectra were measured for several different
positions to ensure that the results were representative of the
whole sample.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Free-carrier absorption and its decay upon annealing

Figure 1�a� shows the broad ir absorption that is due to
the free carriers that are introduced into ZnO by a hydroge-
nation treatment. For this experiment, a ZnO sample pre-
pared from a hexagonal prism grown at the University of
Erlangen was first annealed in an inert gas ambient at 750 °C
for 30 min to outdiffuse any H that might have been present
in the as-grown sample. We have found that such an anneal
is sufficient to eliminate the free carriers and the ir and PL
lines attributed to H. Hydrogen was then introduced inten-
tionally into the sample by an anneal at 725 °C �30 min� in a

FIG. 1. �a� Free-carrier absorption spectra
�room temperature, resolution 2 cm−1� for a ZnO
sample obtained from the University of Erlangen.
The sample was first annealed �30 min� at 725 °C
in H2 gas to introduce H. The sample was subse-
quently annealed in a He ambient at the tempera-
tures shown �in °C�. Anneals were terminated by
a quench to room temperature. The reference
spectrum for these data �not shown� was mea-
sured for the same sample following an anneal at
750 °C in a He ambient that was performed to
remove H. �b� Free-carrier concentration �deter-
mined from the absorption coefficient at
2000 cm−1 in �a�� vs annealing temperature.
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sealed ampoule that contained H2 gas. This anneal was ter-
minated by quenching the ampoule in water to room tem-
perature. The surfaces of the samples were repolished fol-
lowing the anneals in H2. The samples from other suppliers
also showed an increase in the absorption due to free carriers
following hydrogenation.

The strongest free-carrier absorption is seen after the in-
troduction of H and is then reduced in spectra that were
measured following a series of anneals performed in an inert
ambient. To produce the series of free-carrier absorption
spectra that is shown in Fig. 1, a reference spectrum was
measured for the same sample following an anneal at 750 °C
in a He ambient that was performed to remove H. This ref-
erence spectrum was subtracted from all of the spectra that
were measured following anneals performed at lower tem-
peratures. With the reference spectrum chosen in this way,
the free carrier absorption that is shown in Fig. 1 is that
which is due to carriers that are related to H in the sample.
The absorption coefficient at a given frequency is propor-
tional to the concentration of free electrons in the sample.9

The absorption coefficient at 2000 cm−1 was calibrated in a
previous study by Hall measurements,19 and this calibration
has been used here to determine the concentration of free
carriers that was present following each annealing step.25

Figure 1�b� shows the concentration of free carriers vs the
annealing temperature. We note that the ampoule containing
the ZnO sample was quenched to room temperature in water
to terminate each anneal. As the annealing temperature is
increased, 80% of the free carriers are removed by the an-
nealing step near 150 °C. Upon a further increase in the an-
nealing temperature, a fraction ��10% � of the free carriers
is recovered near 450 °C. This partial recovery of the free-
carrier absorption occurs only for samples that are rapidly
quenched following annealing. For samples that are slowly
cooled, the free-carrier absorption remains unchanged from
its value following the 150 °C anneal �see Fig. 3 in Ref. 19�
up to temperatures near 500 °C. Annealing at temperatures
above 500 °C results in a removal of the remaining free car-
riers due to H, i.e., the �20% of the free-carrier absorption
that remained after the anneal at 150 °C.

A similar series of anneals and ir measurements of the
free-carrier absorption was performed for a ZnO sample ob-
tained from Eagle Picher that had been hydrogenated by an
anneal at 725 °C �30 min� in H2 gas. An annealing curve
similar to the one shown in Fig. 1�b� was obtained in which
�80% of the H-related, free-carrier absorption was elimi-
nated by an anneal near 150 °C and with the remaining 20%
being eliminated for an anneal near 500 °C. �The results of a
similar experiment performed previously for a sample ob-
tained from Eagle Picher were reported in Ref. 19.�

B. O-H local mode absorption and its annealing behavior

Figure 2 shows low-temperature ir results for ZnO
samples obtained from different sources. These samples were
hydrogenated by an anneal in H2 gas at 725 °C, similar to the
sample whose free-carrier absorption spectra are shown in
Fig. 1. The absorption coefficients for the polarizations of the
incident light with E �c and E�c were determined directly

for the sample with a �101̄0� face prepared from the hexago-
nal prisms grown at the University of Erlangen. For the c-cut
samples obtained from the other suppliers, the absorption
coefficients for the different polarizations were determined
from spectra measured with polarized light for a sample
turned at a 45° angle with respect to the optical viewing axis
�see the inset in Fig. 2�. While the orientations of the transi-
tion moments for the different lines could be determined in
principle from measurements made for the rotated sample,
these orientations have been determined previously for the
3326 and 3611 cm−1 lines that are of interest here.14,16,20

Taking the 3611 cm−1 line as an example, with its transition
moment directed along the c axis of the sample,14 the spec-
trum measured with E�c �with the polarization normal to
the page for the inset in Fig. 2� shows no absorption at
3611 cm−1, confirming that the transition moment is oriented
along the c axis. For the polarization oriented at an angle
with respect to the sample surface, the absorption coefficient
for E �c , ���3611�, is obtained from the measured absor-
bance A��̄� from the equation

���3611� = �cos ��/sin2 ���ln10�A��̄�/x� . �1�

Here, �� is the angle between the propagation direction of the
polarized light inside the sample and the c axis, and x is the
sample thickness. The absorption coefficients for E �c and
E�c for c-cut samples were determined by a similar analy-
sis for the 3326 cm−1 line from ir measurements made with
the polarization geometry shown in the inset to Fig. 2 and the
known direction of its transition moment �112° with respect
to the c axis16,20�.

The spectra in Fig. 2 show that both the 3326 and
3611 cm−1 ir lines seen previously14,15 are observed in a va-

FIG. 2. ir absorption spectra �T=4.2 K, resolution=0.15 cm−1�
for ZnO samples obtained from different suppliers. The spectra for
the different polarizations were determined directly for the sample

obtained from the University of Erlangen with a �101̄0� face. The
spectra for the samples obtained from Eagle Picher and Cermet
were determined from polarization data for a c-cut sample tilted at
45° with respect to the viewing axis �see inset�. �Spectra with E �c
are shown by –––, and with E�c by – – –.�
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riety of samples grown by different methods but that the
relative intensities of these two O-H lines depend greatly on
the source of the ZnO material. Samples prepared from the
hexagonal prisms grown at the University of Erlangen show
predominantly the 3611 cm−1 line, in agreement with the re-
sults of Lavrov et al.14 who studied similar samples. �These
samples also show the 3326 cm−1 line, but it is sufficiently
weak to have been missed in previous experiments.� The
samples prepared from ZnO wafers grown by Cermet show
predominantly the 3326 cm−1 line studied by McCluskey and
co-workers.15,16,20 Hydrogenated samples prepared from
ZnO wafers obtained from Eagle Picher also show both lines
with the 3611 cm−1 line being dominant in this case. �A
sample grown by the hydrothermal method was also exam-
ined in these experiments. In this case, neither the 3326 nor
3611 cm−1 lines was produced, and only the 3577 cm−1 line
that has been assigned to a Li-H complex17,18 was seen fol-
lowing hydrogenation. Presumably, Li impurities effectively
trap all of the H introduced into these samples. ZnO grown
by the hydrothermal method is not discussed further in this
paper.� The spectra in Fig. 2 immediately show that both the
3326 and 3611 cm−1 O-H LVMs are produced by similar
hydrogenation treatments and that the source of the ZnO
starting material determines which of the O-H lines is seen.

The different samples whose spectra are shown in Fig. 2
have very different background carrier concentrations when
H has been removed. Samples from different sources were
annealed in He at 750 °C �30 min� to remove H. The con-
centrations of free carriers were then determined with Hall
measurements. Results are shown in Table I. The sample
from Cermet had the greatest concentration of background
donors, and the sample grown at the University of Erlangen
the least, with the concentration of donors differing by a
factor of �40.

Figure 3 shows spectra for the 3326 and 3611 cm−1 ir
lines for the same sample and series of anneals as for the
free-carrier-absorption data shown in Fig. 1. Figure 4 shows
the intensity of the 3611 cm−1 line which was dominant in
this sample vs the annealing temperature. The 3326 and
3611 cm−1 lines are eliminated together by an anneal near
150 °C. Both lines are recovered partially when the
H-related, free-carrier absorption is recovered partially by an
anneal near 450 °C, and both lines disappear together for an
anneal above 500 °C. The partial recovery of the 3326 and
3611 cm−1 lines for an anneal near 450 °C occurred only for
samples that were quenched to terminate the anneals, similar
to the recovery of the free-carrier absorption discussed
above. Surprisingly, the 3326 and 3611 cm−1 lines disappear
and appear together, and this annealing behavior is correlated
with the behavior of the fraction of the free-carrier absorp-

tion �80%� that is eliminated by the anneal at 150 °C.
Very similar annealing results were obtained for the O-H

ir lines for ZnO samples obtained from Eagle Picher and
from Cermet, Inc. The local modes at 3326 and 3611 cm−1

had a different relative intensity in the different samples, as
is shown in Fig. 2, but both were eliminated by an anneal
near �150 °C. Recent results by Jokela and McCluskey20

also show that the disappearance of the 3326 cm−1 ir line and
H-related free carriers are closely correlated for samples
grown by Cermet.

TABLE I. Room-temperature Hall data for ZnO samples an-
nealed �30 min� at 700 °C in He.

Sample N �cm−3� � �cm2/V s�

U. Erlangen 3.9�1015 221

Eagle Picher 2.7�1016 203

Cermet 1.6�1017 152

FIG. 3. ir absorption spectra �T=4.2 K, resolution=0.15 cm−1�
for a ZnO wafer obtained from the University of Erlangen. �a�
shows spectra for the 3326 cm−1 ir line for E�c, and �b� shows
spectra for the 3611 cm−1 ir line for E �c. The uppermost spectra
were measured after an anneal �30 min� at 725 °C in H2 gas that
was performed to introduce H. Other spectra were measured follow-
ing anneals �30 min� performed in a He ambient at the temperatures
shown �in °C�. Anneals were terminated by a quench to room
temperature.

FIG. 4. Integrated area of the 3611 cm−1 ir line vs annealing
temperature for a ZnO sample obtained from the University of Er-
langen. Selected spectra are shown in Fig. 3. The sample was ini-
tially hydrogenated by an anneal in H2 gas �725 °C, 30 min� fol-
lowed by an anneal in a He ambient at the indicated temperatures.
Anneals were terminated by a quench to room temperature.
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C. Annealing behavior of the I4 bound-exciton PL line

Figure 5 shows the bound-exciton PL emission lines as-
sociated with shallow donors in ZnO.26 These results are for
a sample grown by Eagle Picher that was hydrogenated by
annealing in H2 gas at 725 °C followed by a quench to room
temperature in a sealed ampoule. The line labeled I4 that has
been attributed to an H-related shallow donor is present.4,12 ir
measurements confirmed that strong O-H local mode absorp-
tion was also produced by this hydrogenation treatment. This
ZnO sample was then annealed �30 min� in an inert ambient
at successively higher temperatures. The relative intensity of
the I4 PL line �i.e., the ratio of the I4 intensity to that of the
I6/6a and I8 lines� changes by only a small factor for anneal-
ing temperatures up to 400 °C. For higher annealing tem-
peratures, T�500 °C, the intensity of the I4 line was de-
creased and then completely eliminated. In particular, there
is little change in the relative intensity of the I4 line near
150 °C where the free-carrier and O-H local mode absorption
are strongly affected by annealing. The thermal stability of
the I4 PL line shown in Fig. 5 is consistent with results in the
literature obtained by other research groups.4,12

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Relationship between the spectroscopic signatures for H
and the annealing of free carriers

Figure 1 shows that the free-carrier concentration that re-
sults from a hydrogenation treatment of ZnO decays in two
steps. Approximately 80% of the free carriers are removed at
the first step near 150 °C. Figures 3 and 4 show that the
decay of the O-H LVM absorption lines at both 3326 and
3611 cm−1 is well correlated with this annealing step. A por-
tion of the free carriers and the O-H ir intensity can be re-
generated by annealing the sample at higher temperature
��450 °C� and quenching, showing that the hydrogen does
not completely leave the sample during the anneal at 150 °C.

Finally, the remaining free carriers �20%� are removed in a
second annealing step near 500 °C. Similar annealing behav-
ior has been seen for other samples in other studies.16,19,20,27

Figure 5 shows that the decay of the I4 PL line is correlated
with the annealing step at 500 °C. At this point, the free-
carrier absorption and O-H local modes can no longer be
recovered by quenching the sample, consistent with the dif-
fusion of H out of the sample.

A comparison of the annealing behaviors of the absorp-
tion due to free carriers, the O-H LVM lines at 3326 and
3611 cm−1, and the I4 PL line leads to the conclusion that
annealing ZnO in H2 gas must introduce more than one de-
fect that increases the free-carrier concentration. Further-
more, the annealing data suggest that the defects that give
rise to the O-H LVM lines account for �80% of the
H-related free carriers in the sample immediately following
hydrogenation and that these O-H centers transform into an
electrically inactive species upon annealing at 150 °C. These
O-H centers are not likely to give rise to the H donor seen in
as-grown ZnO samples in recent studies because they are not
stable for prolonged storage times at room temperature. The
disappearance of the O-H centers at 150 °C and their ir lines
results in the formation of an electrically inactive hydrogen
species that recent studies suggest is H2.19,20

An additional, more thermally stable defect accounts for
�20% of the free carriers introduced by H and is removed
by thermal annealing at T�500 °C. The annealing data sug-
gest that this is the defect that gives rise to the I4 PL line.
This H-related donor is also likely to be the H-related shal-
low donor that is typically found in as-grown samples be-
cause it has sufficient thermal stability to remain electrically
active following sample storage at room temperature for
times greater than one month.

Therefore, there are three distinct types of H-related de-
fects that can be produced in ZnO: �i� the O-H centers that
give rise to two different LVM absorption lines that anneal
away at 150 °C, �ii� the more thermally stable shallow donor
that gives the I4 PL line, and �iii� an electrically inactive
form of H, presumably H2, that is formed by the diffusion of
H. It is puzzling that there is no H-related vibrational mode
associated with the shallow donor that gives the I4 bound-
exciton line and no bound exciton associated with the defects
that give rise to the O-H local vibrational modes. It is pos-
sible that the defect giving the I4 line has a low vibrational
frequency and has escaped detection. The O-H ir lines might
be associated with deep donors28 that are nonetheless ionized
at room temperature or possibly with H-passivated acceptors
that increase the concentration of free carriers in the samples
through the neutralization of compensating acceptors.

B. O-H local vibrational modes

The O-H LVMs show a complicated and interesting be-
havior. There are two different O-H structures, with different
LVM frequencies and transition moment directions, intro-
duced together by annealing ZnO in H2 gas. Nonetheless, the
3326 and 3611 cm−1 lines appear and disappear together
upon annealing as if the local modes belong to strongly re-
lated defects. Which configuration and ir absorption line are

FIG. 5. Photoluminescence spectra �4.2 K� in the bound-exciton
range for a ZnO sample obtained from Eagle Picher. The sample
was first annealed �30 min� at 725 °C in H2 gas to introduce H. This
anneal was terminated by a quench to room temperature. The
sample was subsequently annealed in an Ar ambient �30 min� at the
temperatures shown �in °C�.
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obtained depends strongly on the source of the ZnO starting
material. The different ZnO samples studied here have very
different background doping levels �Table I�, so that which
defect is seen might depend on the position of the Fermi
level in the sample. The 3326 cm−1 line is favored in samples
with a higher background conductivity while the 3611 cm−1

line is favored in samples with lower conductivity. We rec-
ognize that the determination of the Fermi level in the hy-
drogenated ZnO is complicated because H also introduces
free carriers. Nonetheless, the background doping concentra-
tion in the samples �Table I� ranges from values comparable
to the carrier concentration introduced by H �Fig. 1�b�� to
values that are much less, so that the concentration of back-
ground donors will have an important effect on the charge
states of defects in the samples. While it is tempting to as-
sociate the intensities of the 3326 and 3611 cm−1 lines with a
shift in the Fermi level for the different samples we must
also be cautious. The difference in the background conduc-
tivity of the samples from different sources also implies a
different defect and impurity content, and which O-H line is
seen may depend simply on the concentrations of the differ-
ent traps for H in the different samples.

It is puzzling that the two different O-H defect structures
show closely similar annealing behavior. One possible model
is that both structures are formed as a sample is cooled to
low temperature from one H defect that is present at an el-
evated temperature �that must be below 150 °C where the
O-H ir lines are annealed away�. The properties of this H
defect would determine the annealing behavior that occurs at
elevated temperature for both ir lines. It is possible that one
�or both� of the defects that gives rise to the 3326 and
3611 cm−1 ir lines could involve a close pair of H with an-
other defect or impurity. The possibility for H to be trapped
by defects is demonstrated by the formation of Li-H com-
plexes in ZnO samples grown by the hydrothermal
method.17,18,29 An alternative possibility is that a large lattice
relaxation �i.e., a bonding rearrangement� that depends on
the charge state of the O-H defect occurs, giving rise to O-H
configurations with different orientations in the ZnO lattice
at the temperature where the ir spectrum is measured.

Secondary illumination has been used to probe the effect
that a change in charge state might have on the relative in-
tensities of the 3326 and 3611 cm−1 ir lines. Figure 6 shows
the effect of illumination at low temperature by white light
from a tungsten light source on the O-H ir lines at 3326 and
3611 cm−1. Secondary illumination reduced the intensity of
the 3326 cm−1 line by a factor greater than 2 for a sample in
which the 3611 cm−1 line was dominant �obtained from
Eagle Picher� and also for a sample for which the 3326 cm−1

line was dominant �obtained from Cermet�. However, there
is no complementary change in the intensity of the
3611 cm−1 line seen for either sample. Up to this point, we
have been vague about whether the defect structures giving
rise to the O-H ir lines are due to two different defects or to
two different configurations of the same defect. The effect of
secondary illumination suggests that two different defects are
being seen at low temperature, one that is sensitive to illu-
mination and one that is not, and that the 3326 and
3611 cm−1 lines are not associated with different charge
states of the same defect because complementary changes in

intensity do not occur upon illumination. The reduction in
intensity of the 3326 cm−1 ir line upon illumination may be
due to a change in frequency of the mode and possibly ab-
sorption strength that occurs upon a change of charge state.30

Additional experiments are in progress to further investigate
the defect configurations giving rise to the 3326 and
3611 cm−1 O-H LVMs and their relationship to each other.

Our results show that H in ZnO can form different defects
that increase the free-carrier concentration. Furthermore,
which spectroscopic signatures occur depends on the source
of the ZnO starting material. Therefore, it is difficult to relate
the concentration of free carriers to, say, the intensity of one
of the O-H LVMs that has been observed. This situation
explains why greatly different results have been found in
experiments that attempt to relate the O-H ir intensity for the
3326 cm−1 line to the concentration of free carriers.15,19,20

C. Evolution of H-containing centers upon annealing

The explanation of the annealing behavior of the
H-related, free-carrier absorption and the O-H ir lines at
3326 and 3611 cm−1 follows that proposed in Ref. 19. H that
is introduced by annealing ZnO in H2 gas at elevated tem-
perature becomes frozen into electrically active defects upon
quenching. There are two different O-H configurations that
give rise to O-H vibrational lines. When the sample is an-
nealed near 150 °C, the H does not yet leave the sample but
diffuses to form electrically inactive H2 defects that are more
stable than the O-H defects frozen in by quenching. This
suggestion is strongly supported by the recent results of a

FIG. 6. ir absorption spectra �T=4.2 K, resolution=0.15 cm−1�
for c-cut ZnO wafers obtained from Eagle Picher �upper spectra�
and Cermet �lower spectra�. The samples were first annealed �30
min� at 725 °C in H2 gas to introduce H. The samples were rotated
so that the probing light �unpolarized� was incident at 45° with
respect to the c axis so that defects with transition moments parallel
or perpendicular to the c axis could be observed. The sample was
illuminated during the ir measurement at 4.2 K from the side by the
white light from a tungsten light source for two of the spectra
shown. �Spectra without secondary illumination are shown by –––,
and with secondary illumination by – – –.�
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study by Jokela and McCluskey who find that the kinetics of
the decay of the hydrogen-related free carriers and O-H ir
intensity follow a bimolecular decay model that is consistent
with the diffusion of H to form H2.20 Subsequent annealing
near 400 °C dissociates the H2, and the liberated H can once
again form the electrically active O-H defects that become
frozen in if the sample is quenched to terminate the anneals.
Prolonged annealing at 400 °C and higher temperatures dis-
sociates all of the H2 molecules and the liberated H finally
diffuses out of the samples. The elimination of the remaining
20% of the free-carrier absorption that occurs for an anneal-
ing temperature above �500 °C is due to the removal of an
additional, more thermally stable shallow donor defect in the
ZnO that is also produced by the hydrogenation treatment.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a number of groups, beginning in the
1950s, have recognized that the introduction of H into ZnO
produces H-related donors.3,4,6–15 Our results for the anneal-
ing behavior of the free-carrier absorption, O-H ir absorp-
tion, and I4 PL signatures previously associated with
H-related donors show that annealing ZnO in H2 gas intro-
duces more than one defect that gives rise to free carriers.

One set of H-related defects gives rise to O-H local mode
absorption at either 3326 or 3611 cm−1, with the relative
intensities of these lines depending on the source of the ZnO
starting material. The O-H local mode absorption of both of
these lines decays upon annealing near 150 °C where �80%
of the H-related, free-carrier absorption is also eliminated. At
this temperature, H does not leave the bulk of the sample
during a 30 min anneal, but instead forms an inactive species
that has been suggested to be H2.19,20

An additional defect produced by hydrogenation is ther-
mally stable up to an annealing temperature of 500 °C. At
this temperature H can diffuse out of the sample, and the
remaining free-carrier absorption ��20% � is eliminated to-
gether with the I4 bound-exciton PL line. It is this more
thermally stable defect that is likely to be the H-related do-
nor that is commonly seen in as-grown samples that have
been stored at room temperature.

The annealing data presented here show that a ZnO crys-
tal that is grown or processed in an H-containing ambient
and slowly cooled rather than quenched �or stored for a pro-
longed time� will contain the more thermally stable shallow
donor that gives rise to the I4 PL line and that this defect will
dominate the H-related conductivity. A large concentration of
electrically inactive H2 can also be formed by the diffusion
of H as the crystal is cooled. This electrically inactive H2 can
be dissociated by thermal annealing near 450 °C and quench-
ing, making possible surprising changes in the conductivity
of annealed ZnO samples.19

Experiments on H in ZnO reveal an especially complex
behavior with several defects being introduced and with
properties that depend strongly on the source of the ZnO
starting material. An explanation of the fascinating properties
of these H-related defects remains as a challenge. While we
have focused on H-related centers produced in nominally
undoped ZnO by annealing in H2 gas that affect the free-
carrier concentration, we note that these are not all of the
H-related centers that have been seen.13,14,17,18 It is no won-
der that the results of studies of H in ZnO performed in
different laboratories up to now show puzzling inconsisten-
cies. With several different H-related defects and some of the
important sources of variability now revealed, it is hoped
that it will be possible for the behavior of H in ZnO to be
better understood and controlled.
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